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Abstract 
In this article we prove a conjecture of Bermond, Darrot. Delmas. and Perennes by constructing 
a Hamilton decomposition of the directed wrapped butterfly graph N .g.F( p, 2). where p is a 
prime greater than 3. This, together with results of Bermond et al., completes the proof that 
N .s.F(ct.n) has a Hamilton decomposition for all tl and II. We then construct ~7 ~ 2 pairwiac 
compatible Hamilton decompositions of N .g.F( p,2). CC 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All right:, 
reserved. 
1. Introduction and notation 
Definition 1.1. The directed wrapped butterfly graph of degree d and dimension II. 
C ‘.z.F(d, M), has vertices (x, I), where x =x,~_I.Y,,__, ‘_t-(~ is a word of length II with 
letters X, from the alphabet (0, I, 2,. , d - I}, and 0 < I < 77 ~ I. Vertices are grouped 
by their “level” 1. and all arcs in the graph go from vertices in level 1 to vertices in 
level 1-C I, as follows: a vertex (.u,,._ s _ 1 ,/ 2 ..I-(). 1) is joined by an arc to the ti \crticcs 
(I,, 1 .t-,]_7 Y/ + , xx_ , X(), 1 + I ). 
where J t (0, I,. ,d - l}. Addition on the level numbers is modulo II so that the 
vertices in level II ~ I are joined by arcs to vertices in level 0. 
Definition 1.2. Let G be a digraph. A Iyfilcxtor in G is a spanning subdigraph that has 
in- and out-degree I at every vertex. (Directed loops arc allowed.) A Htmiltot~ tlic~~lc~ 
of G is a directed cycle that contains every vertex of G. such that the head of each 
arc in the dicycle is the tail of the following arc. A Hmtiltott rk~Jc,ott7po,sitiotz f G is 
a decomposition of the arcs of G into Hamilton dicycles. 
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Definition 1.3. A directed transition in G, [a bc], is two adjacent arcs [a,b] and [b,c] 
such that the head of the first is the tail of the second. If a# b #c #a, we will call 
[a b c] a directed 2-path. Assuming a # b, we will use the term digon for the directed 2- 
cycle (a b) and the term digon-transition for the directed transition [a ba]. (The digon 
(a b) contains two digon-transitions, [a b a] and [b a b].) A Hamilton dicycle (Hamilton 
decomposition) in G can be described by the list of directed 2-paths it contains. We 
say that two Hamilton dicycles (Hamilton decompositions) are compatible if they have 
no directed 2-paths in common. 
Definition 1.4. Let K,** denote the complete symmetric, directed graph with a directed 
loop at each vertex. 
Bermond et al. [l] have shown that WG8(d, n) contains d - 1 arc-disjoint Hamilton 
dicycles for all d and n. Furthermore, they conjecture that: 
Conjecture 1.5 (Bermond et al. [l]). For n 32, W&F(d,n) can be decomposed into 
d Hamilton dicycles, except for the three cases of W-$9(2,2), W&9(2,3), and 
W&(3,2). 
They also showed it is sufficient to prove the conjecture for n = 2 and d a prime, 
and verified the conjecture for all primes less than 12 000 using a computer search. 
Lemma 1.6 (Bermond et al. [l]). 1f W&F(d,n) contains s arc-disjoint Hamilton 
dic.vcles, then W&F(d, n’) also contains at least s arc-disjoint Hamilton dicycles, 
for any n’>n. 
Lemma 1.7 (Bermond et al. [l]). 1s W&P(d, 2), d # 1, can be decomposed into 
Hamilton dicycles, then W&F(qd,2) can also be decomposed into Hamilton dicycles 
for any integer q. 
Lemma 1.8 (Bermond et al. [l]). The digraphs -ktr&F(4,2), W$P(6,2), and 
W$P(9,2) can be decomposed into Hamilton dicycles. 
Combining Lemmas 1.6-l .8 with the results of their computer search gives the main 
result of their paper: 
Theorem 1.9 (Bermond et al. [l]). If d is divisible by some q, 4 <q< 12 000, then 
W%F(d, 2) and, consequently, W”gF(d, n) has a Hamilton decomposition. 
When d is two or three, they proved: 
Lemma 1.10 (Bermond et al. [l]). The dz’graph WdF(2,n) can be decomposed into 
two Hamilton dicycles if n 24. The digraph WgF(3,n) can be decomposed into 
three Hamilton dicycles if n > 3. 
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In Section 2, we prove the following theorem 
Theorem 1.11. There exists a Hamilton decomposition qf Sf .iS( p, 2), p u prime 
greater thun 3. 
Theorem 1. I I together with Lemmas 1.6--l .8 and 1.10 completes the verification of 
Conjecture 1.5. 
Theorem 1.12. For n>,2, %,‘%S(d,n) cun he decomposed into d Hamilton dic~~c1c.s. 
except for the three cuses qf’ W.g9(2,2), W.G.P(2,3), and $f ‘ij.F(3,2). 
The method used to prove Theorem 1.11 does not extend in any obvious way to 
a construction of a Hamilton decomposition of the general % ‘.$9(d, n). In particular, 
the method relies heavily on p being prime. Thus, the result fits in neatly with the 
above results of Bermond et al. [l]. 
In proving Theorem 1 .l 1 it became clear that it is possible to find several pairwise 
compatible Hamilton decompositions of % ‘$9( p, 2). Motivated by this, and by work 
done on pairwise compatible Hamilton decompositions of the complete graph K,, [?I], 
we also consider the problem of finding the maximum number of pairwise compatible 
Hamilton decompositions of %“@F( p, 2). We first introduce and then extend the notion 
of a Dudeney set. 
Definition 1.13. A Dudene): set in K,, is a set of Hamilton cycles of K,, that partition 
the 2-paths of the graph. 
Dudeney sets in KI/; are known to exist. 
Theorem 1.14 (Kobayashi et al. [3]). There exists a Dudene~, ,set in Kli;. for ull k 
There are partial results for Dudeney sets in Klh_ 1. 
Theorem 1.15 (Nakamura et al. [4]). TI rere is u Dudenq set in K,, f n = 2”$- I, ~hw 
r is u nuturul number. 
Theorem 1.16 (Heinrich et al. [2]). Therr is a Dudenq srt in K,,+* (f’ p is prirncl 
and 2 is u gmerutor of’ the multiplicative subgroup qf’ GF(p). 
There are also a few sporadic cases known (see [3]). 
In [5] we look for resolvable Dudeney sets in KlkTl - Dudeney sets in which 
the Hamilton cycles can be grouped so that they form Hamilton decom- 
positions of K2~+1 - and find lower bounds on the number of pairwise compatible 
Hamilton decompositions. We now extend the definition of a Dudeney set to other 
graphs. 
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Definition 1.17. A Dudeney set in a regular (directed) graph G is a partition of its 
(directed) 2-paths into Hamilton cycles (directed Hamilton cycles). Given that G has a 
Hamilton decomposition, a Dudeney set is resolz~~hltr if its (directed) Hamilton cycles 
can be partitioned into Hamilton decompositions. If the number of (directed) Hamilton 
cycles in a Dudeney set is not an integer multiple of the number of (directed) Hamilton 
cycles in a Hamilton decomposition, then the Dudeney set is near-resolvahl~ if the 
maximum number of resolutions can be attained. 
In particular, a Dudeney set in %‘.8:P(d,2) would be a set of d2 - 1 Hamilton 
dicycles that partition the 2-paths. (There are 2d2 vertices and 2d4 directed transitions 
in the digraph. However, 2d2 of the directed transitions are digon-transitions, so d’ 
Hamilton dicycles cannot be achieved.) A near-resolvable Dudeney set in %‘.gPP(d,2) 
would consist of a set of d - 1 pairwise compatible Hamilton decompositions (using 
only d2-d Hamilton dicycles). On the other hand, when n > 2, ti”g.F(d, n) contains no 
digon-transitions, and a Dudeney set of “C.$,F(d,n) would be d2 Hamilton dicycles, 
and a resolvable Dudeney set would be d Hamilton decompositions. 
In Section 3 we are concerned with the following problem, and present some partial 
results (Theorems 1.18 and 1.19) towards its solution. 
Problem 1. Does 1Ip ‘GF(p,2) huce u Dudeney set, where p is u prime? IJ’so, does 
it he u neur-resolcuhle Dudtwy set? 
Theorem 1.18. There exists u set of p2 - 2 pairwise compatible Humilton dicycles 
in Yf -.R.F( p, 2) y u prime greuter than 3. 
Theorem 1.19. There exists a set of p - 2 puirivise compatible Hamilton decompo- 
sitions of ,CSF(p, 2). p u prime greuter thun 3. 
2. A Hamilton decomposition of iM ‘.$F(p, 2) 
Let p > 3 be a prime. The p2 vertices in each level of Yti ‘.GP(p, 2) correspond in a 
natural way to the arcs of K,:“. The main idea in the following constructions is to use 
1 -factors of K,:” to label subsets of the vertices of $6 ‘.%.F( p, 2), and pairs of 1 -factors 
to determine subsets of arcs. 
Let V(K$*)= (0, I,..., p - I}. Let 1~ (0, I}. Take 2 copies of K:*. Let 
F/ = (Fo./,6./> . ..> F,4./} 
be a l-factorization of the lth copy of KT*, where F;., is the l-factor {[u, b], : a 
+ b 3 2i (mod p)}. All addition is modulo p with residue classes 0, 1,. , p - 1. For 
example, when p=5 and I=O, 
fi.0 = {[2,%, [3,110, [4> 010, P 410, [I, 310). 
From now on we will use the notation [a, 61, rather than the usual (ah, I) for a vertex 
in Y/ ‘.2.9( p, 2). We do this to emphasize the correspondence between the vertices in 
the Ith level of ‘if ‘.2.9( p, 2) and the arcs in the lth copy of K,T*. We will view the 
arc [a,h]/ in the lth copy of KI,“” as the vertex [a, /,]I in Y6 ‘.$.9( p, 2) and the 6.1 as 
p-subsets of V( ;// ‘.2.8( p, 2)). In fact, we consider 
P-1 
V( V ..G.P( p,2)) = u u F;,,. 
/=O.l 1=0 
Let the conjunction fi.0 I$ of two p-subsets denote the set of p arcs in Yl ‘.G.F( p, 2) 
with first vertex in Fl.a and second vertex in F;.J. Let the conjunction F,J F,J denote 
the set of p arcs in Y/ ‘<@‘9(p,2) with first vertex in 5.1 and second vertex in F;J,. 
Note that once the first vertex is fixed, there is only one choice for the second vertex. 
For example, when p = 5, 
and 
We can extend this notation in an obvious way to a “directed cycle” of p-subsets. 
Let O<r<p ~ 1 and 1 <c<p - 1. Define 
‘d(r.c)=(Fo,o 6.1 F,.o &,,.I fir.0 Kr2c.1 . ..F.p-~,c.o F,+c,~-I,,~,I). 
Now let Ob~<p- 1 and c=O. Define 
‘f;C~.,O)={(fi,.o F,..I),(FI.o F;.,I,I) . . . . . (F,-I,O F;.+,,-i.11). 
We will prove in the following lemma that, unless both 7 and c are 0, %(v.(‘) is a set 
of p directed 2p-cycles in % ‘.g.B( p, 2). 
Lemma 2.1. Let 0 <r, c < p - 1. [f’ (rt leust one of’ I^ untl c is not equul to 0, the17 
% (r, c) contcrirzs p bicycles in Y ‘.fGiy(p, 2), eocl? of’ Imgth 2~. Furthermore, % (0,O) 
conttrins ~111 the ~li~lllon-trarzsitions in the yruph. 
Proof. C’uw 1: Fix r and c, c # 0. Suppose we start with the vertex [N, -u]~) in 
&I. The next vertex has to be in FY,r, so must be [a,2r- - a]~. The third. in F;,,,, 
must be [2c - 2r + a,2r - a]~. Continuing in this way, we see that the (2.i + 1 )th 
vertex is [2,i(c - I*) + a,2,jr - a]0 and the (2.i + 2)th vertex is [2,i(c ~ 1.) + u, 
(2.i + 2)r- - alI. 
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Two vertices [2j(c - r) + a,2j~ - a]0 and [2j’(c - Y) + a,2j’r - a]0 are equal only 
if both c and r are 0, which is not the case, or if j = j’(mod p). Similarly, two 
vertices [2j(c - r) + a, (Zj + 2)~ - ali and [2j’(c - u) + a, (2j’ + 2)~ - ali are equal 
only under the same circumstances. Thus, we have a dicycle of length 2p. Since there 
are p choices for a, V(r,c) contains p directed 2p-cycles. 
Cuse 2: Now, suppose c = 0 and r #O. Suppose we consider the “directed cycle” 
(Fb,o Fr+b,l) in Q?(Y, 0), and start with the vertex [a, 2b - a]0 in Fb,o. The next vertex 
(in FY+b, 1) is [u,2r + 26 - a], . The third, (in F b,O again) is [-2r + a, 2r + 2b - a]~. 
Continuing in this way, the (2j + 1)th vertex is [-2jr + a, 2jr + 2b - a]0 and the 
(2j + 2)th is [-2jr + a, (2j + 2)r + 2b - a]~. Again we have a directed 2p-cycle. It 
contains every vertex in Fb,o and every vertex in Fr+b,l exactly once. Since there are 
p choices for b, there are p directed 2p-cycles in %?(r,O). 
Case 3: Finally, suppose r=O=c. If we let r=O in Case 2, the third vertex 
equals the first vertex and the second equals the fourth, giving a digon. There are 
p choices for a and p choices for b. Therefore, %(O, 0) contains each of the p2 digons 
in W”Gp(p, 2) exactly once. 0 
It should be clear from the definition of %Y(Y, c) that: (1) every vertex in W&5(p, 2) 
is in each %(r,c) exactly once; (2) for fixed c, every arc in the graph occurs exactly 
once in {V(r,c): Odrdp - l}; and (3) every directed 2-path is in exactly one of 
the %?(Y,c). Our goal in this section is to fix some c # 0, and use each %‘(Y, c) in 
{??(r,c): 0 <rd p - I} as the basis of a Hamilton dicycle of W&F(p,2), and hence 
prove Theorem 1.1 I. We will show how to exchange arcs between the %‘(r, c) to 
achieve this. (We use a variable c instead of a constant in the lemmas in this section 
so that the proofs will be general enough to be used in Section 3.) Since a given 
V(r,c) contains p dicycles, we need to change a minimum of p arcs (one in each 
dicycle) to obtain a Hamilton dicycle. The next lemma establishes details of the U(r,c) 
that are necessary for determining how these arcs are to be chosen. 
Lemma 2.2. Fix r and c, where not both r and c equal 0. Consider a dicycle 
in V?(r,c). 
Ifr=O, then the sj are all the same. Also, {fiij=O,l,..., p- 1}={0,1,2 ,..., 
P- 11. 
If r=c, then the fJ are all the same. Also, {sj)j=O,l,..., p- 1}={0,1,2 ,..., 
P- 11. 
In any other case, {fJ]j=O,l,..., p- l}={sjJj=O,l,..., p- 1}={0,1,2 ,..., 
P- 11. 
Proof. Suppose c # 0. We can assume that fo = a and SO = -a since FO,O is somewhere 
in %‘(r,c). From Case 1 of the proof of Lemma 2.1 we know that fj = 2j(c - r) + a 
and Sj = 2jr - a. If r = 0, then the fj are all different because p is an odd prime, and 
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the .Yj are all equal to -a. If r = c, then the .F are all different and the f; are all equal 
to a. For any other value of r, the f, are all different and the s, are all different. 
Now, suppose that c=O, and hence that Y# 0. Using Case 2 of the proof of 
Lemma 2.1 with a = Jo and 2b - a =sg, we immediately have that the ,f; are all 
different and the s, are all different. 0 
We mentioned that at least p arcs in %(r,c) had to be changed to make it into a 
single dicycle. Define the following sets of p arcs. In the first type, the arcs go from 
level 0 to level 1 and have constant first letter 0. In the second type, the arcs go from 
level 1 to level 0 and have constant second letter 0. 
B(t)={[[j.Ol,,[j+2t,O]o]:Odj~p- 1). 
We first need to show that the arcs in A(t) are in the dicycles of %(t.c), and the arcs 
in B(t) are in the dicycles of %‘(c - t,c), for all c’. 
Lemma 2.3. The arcs in A(t) are in V?(t, c) for ~11 c. Gillen c, nhen t # c, the urcs 
in A(t) ure each in d@rent dicvcles in ‘?Y(t,c). The urcs in B(t) are in %(c - t.c) 
ji)r all c. Gicen c, trhen c _ t # 0, the urcx in B(t) ure each in d#erent diq~clrs in 
%(c - t.c). 
Proof. Vertices [O,j]o and [O,j + 2t]l are in E;!~J and F/ l+,,i. respectively, By defi- 
nition, the arcs in !$I,-, F;.;l+[, , are in ‘f;‘(t, c) for all c. 
Vertices [,j,O]i and [,j + 2t,O]o are in F;?,t and &2+,~, respectively. The arcs in 
F,‘l. I F, I,~,,cI are in %(c - t, c) for all L’. 
The other statements of the lemma follow by Lemma 2.2. 0 
Lemma 2.4. !f’ Y # c, and k # r, then %(r,c)\A(r-) ~,4(k) is u Humilton tliq~cle of’ 
ff ~,&( p, 2 )_ 
Proof. By Lemma 2.3, since Y # c, we know that the arcs in A(r) are all in different 
dicycles in %(Y,c). Therefore, %(v, c)\A(r) contains p directed (p - I)-paths whose 
first and last vertices are as follows: 
[O, 011,. , [O. -2rl0, 
[O, ill,..., [O, 1 - 2r]o, 
[O,p - l] I,..., [O,p - 1 - 2r]o. 
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Since p is prime, w(r,c)\A(~)UA(k) is the dicycle 
([O,Oll ” [O,-2710, 
[0,2k - 2r], . [0,2k - 4v]o, 
[0,4k - 4~1, . [0,4k - 6vlo, 
[O,(p - 2)(k - Y>II ” 10, (P - 2)klo). 0 
Lemma 2.5. If r # 0, and k #Y, then %(P, c)\B(c-r) U B(c-k) is u Hun&on diiit;vcle 
of w&q p, 2). 
Proof. By Lemma 2.3, since r # 0, we know that the arcs in B(c-r) are all in different 
dicycles in %‘(r,c). Therefore, %fr,c)\B(c-r) contains p directed (p- I)-paths whose 
first and last vertices are as follows: 
[O,O]o ‘...) [2r - 2&O],, 
[LO]0 ,...) [I +2Y-2c,O],, 
[p- l,O], ,..., [p- 1 +2r-2C,O]l. 
Thus, V(r, c)\B(c - u) u B(c - k) is the dicycle 
([O,Olo .” [2r - 2C,Oll, 
[2r - 2k, Olo . . [4r - 2k - 2c, Oil, 
[4r-4k,010 ... [6r-4k-2c,O],, 
[(p-2)(r-k).O], ... [-(p-2)k-2~01,). 0 
We can now prove Theorem I. 11 and hence Theorem 1.12. 
Proof of Theorem 1.11. Let ~23. We know that every arc of %P$.F(p,2) occurs 
exactly once in 44j(v, l), 0 <Y,< p - 1. By Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5, the following are 
Hamilton dicycles: 
%(r, l)\A(v)UA(r + 1). for rE {3,4 ,..., p - l}, 
qo, 1 )\A(O) u A(3 ), 
C/;(1,I)\~(O)UB(P - 11, 
and 
Gq2,1)\B(p - I )UB(O). 
It is not difficult to check that the arcs that are removed to break the 2p-dicycles are 
the same ones that are then added to join the (2p ~ I)-paths into Hamilton dicycles. 
Therefore, every arc of Y/ ‘d.F( p,2) has been used exactly once. 0 
3. Pairwise compatible Hamilton decompositions 
The union of the % (r, c), 0 <Y, c < p - 1. partitions the set of directed transitions of 
Y/ &F(p.2). We know how to change the %(r,~) into Hamilton dicycles. In order 
to prove Theorems 1.18 and 1.19, we have to be able to do so while maintaining 
the partition of the directed transitions, We need to investigate what happens to the 
directed 2-paths when arcs are removed from one X(Y.C) and added to a different one. 
We do this in the following two lemmas. 
Proof. Fix v and c’. Let O<,j<p - 1. The arc [[O,j]~,[o,,j + 2~111 is in A(/.). The 
p-subsets containing the vertices in this arc are, respectively, 5 2,,) and F; 2 +,.. 1. The 
“directed cycle” of p-subsets in %(I.,(.) contains the subsequence 
Therefore, the two directed 2-paths in % (I., c) that contain this arc are 
[[2/. ~ 2c,,,il I [O,.il0 [O,.i + 21 I I. 
where [2t. ~ 2c, j] 1 is in F,:2,,._C. 1, and 
ULil0 LO, i+ 2~11 [2c ~ 2r,j + 2~1~1, 
where [2~, - 2~. j + 2~10 is in F, ?+c.,~. 
We now add this arc to %(r+k,c+k)\A(r-+k). In K(v+$.c+~), the p-subset I;; z,. 
is preceded by the p-subset Fi z+,.-(. , Also. the p-subset F,.?,,., 1 is followed by the 
p-subset EJ ?lC.~~. Thus the two new directed 2-paths in %(r+li,c+ k)\A(y+k)lJ.4(t,) 
that contain the arc [[O,j]+ [O,j + 21-l,] are 
WY ~ 2~. il I [%A0 WJ + 2~1 I 1 
and 
[[O,.il0 [O,j + 2~11 [2c - 2r,j + 2r]0]. 
as required. 3 
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Lemma 3.2. The directed 2-paths that are removed from %?(r,c) when the arcs in 
B(c - r) are removed are the same as the directed 2-paths that are added to %?(r,c 
+ k)\B(c + k - r) when tl zearcsinB(c-r)areadded,foranykE{1,2,...,p-I}. 
Proof. Let 06 j< p - 1. The arc [[j,O]l, [j + 2c - 2r, O],] is in B(c - r). The first 
vertex is in Fj//2,1 and the second is in Qz+~-~,o. The following is a subsequence of 
the p-subsets in @(r,c): 
F//2--r,oFj//2, I Fj/Z+c--r,O Fj/z+c, I 
Thus, the two directed 2-paths that are removed when [[j, 011, [j + 2c - 2r, O]O] is 
removed from %‘(r, c) are 
Hj, -2rlo [j, 011 [j + 22 - 2r, 0101 
and 
Kj, 01 I [j + 2c - 2r, 010 [j + 2c - 2r, 2r] I] 
On the other hand, the l-factor F;i2,1 is preceded by $/:2_u,~ in %?(r,c + k), and 
Fj2+c-r,O is followed by l$~z+~. The two new 2-paths in T?(r, c+k)\B(c+k-r) U B(c-r) 
that contain the arc [[j, 011, [j + 2c - 2r, O]O] are 
Kj, -2rl0 [j, 011 [j + 2~ - 2r,Ol01 
and 
[[j,O], [j+2~-2r,O]o[j+2~-2r,2r]l]. 0 
At this point we can prove Theorems 1.18 and 1.19. 
Proof of Theorems 1.18 and 1.19. We partition the directed transitions of “Iy-&F(p,2) 
into p parts, DC, 0 <c ,< p - 1, where DC contains 
@(y,c)=%?(r,c)\A(r)UA(r+ l), for rE{c+2,c+3 ,..., c-2}, 
V(c- l,c)=g(c- l,c)\A(c- l)UA(c+2), 
%?(c,c)=%‘(c,c)\B(O)UB(p - 1) 
and 
%“(c+ l,c)=V(c+ l,c)\B(p - l)uB(O). 
It is not difficult to verify that each DC contains every arc of ?F&F(p,2) exactly 
once: just as in the proof of Theorem 1.11, it is necessary to check that the sets of arcs 
removed from each DC are the same as the sets of arcs added. By Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, 
the DC do partition the directed transitions. (This is easier to see by arranging the 
%‘(r,c) in a p x p array, so that each column has constant c and each row has constant 
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difference c - Y. Then observe how the directed transitions are exchanged to form the 
%‘(r,c).) By Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5, all the %‘(r,c), except %?‘(O,O) and %‘(O, p - l), are 
Hamilton dicycles, giving p2 -2 Hamilton dicycles altogether. Finally, DI , Dl.. . , D,,_ 1 
are p - 2 pairwise compatible Hamilton decompositions. G 
This completes the proofs of Theorems I .I8 and 1.19. 
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